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From The New York Times's intrepid "Really?" reporter and author of the bestselling Never

Shower in a Thunderstorm, more mind-opening health facts (and fictions)In this follow-up to

the bestselling Never Shower in a Thunderstorm, New York Times columnist Anahad O'Connor

uncovers the truth behind a hundred more old wives' tales and conventional-wisdom cures.

O'Connor investigates nagging questions of domestic safety, such as whether you can get

radiation poisoning from standing too close to a microwave. (You'll actually be exposed to more

watts from your cell phone.) He unearths astounding first-aid "MacGyverisms," such as the

attempts by Vietnam War battlefield medics and professional sports stars to seal wounds with

super glue. (The bottom line: it works, but can irritate skin.) And he looks into the claim that a

pregnant mother with heartburn should expect a hairy newborn (and is as baffled as the

scientists who tallied up the clearly evident infant hairdos).For anyone curious about whether to

starve a fever or a cold, or whether stifling a sneeze will damage the body, O'Connor delivers

yet another winning and irresistible collection of tips about our health.
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Anton C. Johnson, “Follow the Elephants. Wonderful read, very entertaining and educational.

Too many mythis out there, this cut out the pasture products and made more sense. Highly

suggested.”

Jennifer S. Cooper, “As good as the first... Annahad O'Connors second book Always Follow the

Elephants is just as great as his first, Never Shower in a Thunderstorm. He answers those

ridiculous questions that we always wanted to ask with his clever and witty humour. A really

good read when you just want to relax and learn some interesting facts!”

William P. Jones, “Truths for my secular life. In the hopeless mass of words which bombard us

every day, it is nice to simplify things.  This book does that.”

BOOKLOVER EB, “"Knowledge that could make you the star of any cocktail party.". New York

Times science and health reporter Anahad O'Connor receives emails from curous readers who

are eager to test the veracity of certain old wives' tales and popular beliefs. Do they have any

basis in reality or are they myths? O'Connor consults medical journals and databases, looks for

reliable studies, and speaks to experts in order to "nail down the best, scientifically endorsed

answers to these pesky curiosities." Some of the more provocative questions and answers

appear in "Always Follow the Elephants." This compendium is divided into ten categories, in

which the author addresses such subjects as "Kitchen First Aid: Do-It-Yourself Doctoring,"

"Calories Count: The Battle of the Bulge," and "Drink to Your Health: Of Cocktails and

Cures."O'Connor's breezy and lighthearted style, coupled with his concise and jargon-free

prose, make this book easy to digest. Some of the issues addressed here have already been

covered many times in magazines and newspapers (most of us know better than to smear

butter on a burn), but others, such as "Do Computer Keyboards Cause Carpal Tunnel

Syndrome?" and "Do Animals Have a Sixth Sense" that warns them when a natural disaster is

about to strike (think tsunami), are timely and informative. Readers can leaf through the

articles or read them in order. "Always Follow the Elephants" is fast-paced, mildly amusing

(O'Connor's jokes tend to be painfully corny), and filled with trivia and fun facts that, if nothing

else, will give you something to talk about with your family, friends, and colleagues during



conversational lulls. O'Connor includes extensive footnotes and a useful index that will be a

boon to browsers. The author teaches us to be skeptical about "facts" that are unsupported by

hard evidence. Even scientists tend to contradict themselves and one another. Remember

when ulcers were thought be incurable and a nasty side-effect of stress? Now we know that

around eighty percent of ulcers are caused by a bacteria, H. pylori. "Always Follow the

Elephants" will entertain and enlighten those who enjoy their science mixed with a dose of

whimsy.”

I. Isabel, “Care about your Health. This book remind me of the series of "Tell me Why" I grew

up with. Always follow the elephants covers useful health facts that you could apply to daily life.

Some of my favorites are "Is it dangerous to swallow gums?", "can eating green potatoes kill

you?" "can some mixers make you more drunk?", "is drinking hot water from the tap bad for

you?" and "do some people dream in black and white?". I like the fact that All the answers are

based on scientific research or reliable sources.”

The book by Anahad O'Connor has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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